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Desired interactions

Design goal

Interaction vision

Final design

Research -> design Evaluation



Person with dementia

Child of the person with 
dementia

Uncomfortable  
Unnatural

Unpredicatable
Absent

Unequal



Involved

Comfortable 



My design goal is to help the child of a person with 
mid-stage dementia to empower his/her parent to be 
the initiator of a social moment in order to create a 

pleasant visit for both.

Design Goal



Interaction vision

The interaction with the design should 
be intuitive, low threshold and free. The 
interaction between the child and the parent 
with dementia should be open and familiar. 





Movie





Grab bag



Curiosity leads to initiative



Curiosity leads to initiative

"There is a reason that the grab 
bag already exists for such a 
long time. It triggers most of the 
people, especially children. Since 
people with dementia go back to 
their childhood, it is logical that 
a grab bag also triggers them."

Employee Careyn



Sort board



Person with dementia has a 
need to order



Tokens



Personal content sparks the 
most



Content that fits the person 
with dementia sparks the 
most

Default content with 
pictures from the past to 
provide starting point

Replacing content keeps it 
interesting for child



Create a valuable memory

Notebook



Educate child:
 How to ask questions
 Cannot always work



Evaluation



Person with dementia takes the initiative



Pleasant visit for both

More familiar and open

"When he saw the car, 
I saw a twinkle in his 
eyes."

"Although it looks so simple, 
still when you normally sit 
together, you are not thinking 
'now I am going to talk about 
school, youth, work...' and 
something like this makes that 
easier".



Person with dementia is involved

"I think you get more reaction 
than normal, because you ask 
more and discuss topics related to 
the past which results in answers 
that will normally not occur."



Tokens slightly bigger to make 
images better visible.

Avoid grabbing more than one 
token a time by making them 

bigger.

Place your own 
image here!

Offer empty tokens to 
stimulate changing content 

more. 



Questions?


